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O N  T H E  C O V E R

At Avocado, our community is like a large family where
everyone can feel connected through the power of gaming,
crossing all boundaries. We wish everyone a month of
acceptance, joy, and pride in who you are.   

"We should indeed keep calm in the face of difference, and live our
lives in a state of inclusion and wonder at the diversity of humanity."
 - George Takei - Famous actor, author, and activist 

J U N E  I S  P R I D E  M O N T H  

ED I TOR ' S
NOTE

Hi Avocadians

We've got an action packed edition
this month. With the beginning of
summer comes the beginning of all
things new, this month we'd like to
introduce Avocadude, a new addition
to our family. 

At the beginning of the June, we
released new staking options which
we'll talk about more further on. 

We are delighted to see that our
community is as active as ever. Some

great game nights have been had with
lots of fun, prizes won, and lots of our
scholars taking leadership and
contributing roles in the Avocadian
Aces and our dedicated AvoArmy!

Enjoy this edition and have a go at this
month's puzzles :)

Happy reading.

June/2022

- AG.Melzzie
Editor 

We explore our Avocadian Aces in our two-page spread, these are our full-time leaders who work for
Avocado, and the AvoArmy,  our core contributors and most active members of the community.  You will also
meet our new Avocado mascot and read the latest crypto updates.

NEWNEWNEW
POOLPOOLPOOL
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A V O C A D I A N  S C O O P
by: AG.Melzzie 

Our first liquidity pool filled within a short space of time. As previously promised, we have released new
pools so that more members of the community can take advantage of the staking program. Avocado has
opened three new staking pools, two single-sided staking options and one liquidity pool. This enables token
holders to add to the liquidity pool on PancakeSwap and, in return, receive LP tokens on which you can
earn extra interest.

We've shared a number of guides to walk you through the process of staking your AVG to gain crypto
rewards. With step-by-step instructions on how to stake and add liquidity, you can complete the process
with ease. https://avocadoguild.medium.com

Our Avocadian Ace and crypto-educator, AG.Natsu will be running a webinar on Saturday the 26th of June
at 19.30 PHT for those who want to learn the basics of DeFi and how to use relevant apps and tools.

June/2022

C O M M U N I T Y  P H O T O S
by: AG.Skyy

Nuwel99#6963

        Chay, one of Avocado DAO’s active scholars,
recently bought a laptop using her earnings from her
GameFi scholarships. She currently plays Axie, Wasted
Lands, Pegaxy and Cyball. According to her, being an
Avocado scholar has been very beneficial, she was able
to provide for her needs in school and her family.
Chay#8230 sees Avocado DAO evolving over the next
few years and says that the community will continue to
increase. Avocado's intricacy is fascinating, and she is
pleased to be a part of this thriving community. 

Avocado DAO releases new staking pools!

AG.Chay#8230

        Nuwel99#6963, a CyBall scholar, joined Avocado
DAO in March of this year. As an active scholar, he has
become one of the Puzzle Royale testers.
Nuwel99#6963 was one of the top players among
hundreds of players competing for BUSD prizes,
winning a total of $400 USD. He then used this money
to complete his budget for purchasing a laptop that he
can use for both gaming and work, as he is also an
Avonaut. He currently concentrates on playing CyBall
and testing games at Avocado DAO.



S T O R Y  O F  T H E  M O N T H

I am Farrell Ricardo, also known as AG.Jarpix and I’m
from Indonesia. I joined Avocado DAO on July the
16th 2021 using an old discord account. I tried filling
in the Axie scholarship application form using my old
account five times a day and I waited for two months. 

One of the guild leaders, AG.Cello who is also from
Indonesia, helped me create my new, current discord
account and apply again. Thankfully, I got accepted
and got my first Axie in September 2021, which is
also my birth month. I was really happy and felt like
the Axie scholarship was my birthday gift. 

 I first saw Avocado DAO on Chef Arnold’s Twitter. I
just graduated from Senior High School and was
going to a University but it got postponed because of
the pandemic. Because of the stay-at-home situation,
I was able to come across Avocado DAO and became
a part of this community.

By AG.Mxmx 

Before I joined Avocado DAO, I was quite a selfish person, then I met many new friends and so many kind
people. It made me realize that it’s not so bad to be like them and also make new friends. I also started helping
other scholars. At first, I was only active on Indonesian channels because I was so shy about my English. Then,
I started pushing myself to slowly use English more and now it's so much better. I was able to talk more
because AG.Luna was so active and had a positive impact on me. I feel that my speaking has developed
because of her too. I was an introvert when I was in Senior High, so I didn’t expect to enjoy being friends with
new people. 

 Happiness for me is when my parents are proud of me. Like when they appreciate me when I get rewarded
for preparing the best dish in my culinary classes. Another thing that makes me happy is when I can make
people around me happy too. I try to keep my surroundings happy because I want to spread positive vibes. 
Avocado DAO has not only provided me with opportunities to play and learn more about crypto. This
community helped me come out of my shell and make new friends which is the best thing anyone could have. 

"Another thing that makes
me happy is when I can make
people around me 
happy too."
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Meet A.G.Jarpix#3802, one of our Avocadians from Indonesia. A.G.Jarpix
joined Avocado in July 2021 as an Axie scholar 



Avocado DAO recently launched its $AVG staking program which started with great success with the first
staking pool full and now closed. As a result of high demand, three additional staking pools have been opened.
Each vault has unique attributes and durations, allowing you to choose the most suitable option. 

There are two newly added pools for single-sided staking and one all-new pool for staking LP tokens. The new
LP token pool recognizes the additional advantage of providing liquidity and as a result, has a greater APR.
When you stake LP tokens, both your AVG and LP tokens will be considered for rewards.

In addition, the ability to stake your liquidity provider (LP) tokens has been added, so you may now accrue
transaction fees while providing liquidity on PancakeSwap at the same time as receiving staking incentives.

Moreover, Avocado’s liquidity pool enables you to contribute liquidity with your AVG tokens. We have put
together a blog post to also provide a step-by-step guide on how to LP stake on our Medium blog page:
https://avocadoguild.medium.com/how-to-lp-stake-a-step-by-step-guide-to-staking-your-avg-token-
3b1f7e5728bd

$AVG & LP STAKING POOLS
NOW OPEN 

M O D  U P D A T E
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By AG.Demdem

Introducing Avocadude!

M E E T  A V O C A D O ' S  N E W  M A S C O T  

We're excited to introduce Avocadude, Avocado's new

mascot! He has been created to help you on your

journey across the Avocadoverse. With regular tips

and updates for scholars, you will see more from him

soon in our newsletter and other channels. 

To get all the latest info from Avocadude as he explores

the Avocadian realms, join him on his very own Twitter:

https://twitter.com/AvocadudeAg 

https://avocadoguild.medium.com/how-to-lp-stake-a-step-by-step-guide-to-staking-your-avg-token-3b1f7e5728bd


Starting from an Axie scholarship to becoming an Avocadian Ace. Being here was
a turning point for me. In terms of finance, skills, abilities, all the way to self-
confidence, I can develop all of that here. I have also met a lot of great people in
all fields, where I could attain a lot of new knowledge. I feel that being an
Avocadian Ace really fits my passion. I will always be grateful to the first person
who found me on the lonely high seas and invited me to join, Mr. Brendan Wong.

Natsu#3581 (AG. Natsu)

Since my first day as a scholar, I've spent my time here productively. With each
passing hour and day, I feel more integrated into the guild as I become one of the
people who work for it. I initially joined the guild to learn Axie and play it. I
never expected to be interested in assisting others in joining and understanding
GameFi, but I'm glad I did because it's what got me to where I am now. I owe this
to you, Avocado Guild.

Skyy#0680 (AG| CM |Skyy)

Avocadian Aces is an exciting opportunity to widen my knowledge and
experience by learning more from different professionals in their line of
expertise. I may have dealt with criticism from others before but I've learned
how to become kinder, wiser, and stand more strongly to what I know and
believe. I'm forever thankful for the opportunities and people I've been with
here in Avocado Guild. I hope people in this community take the chance to
seize the open opportunities that AG has in store for them. 

Mins#0342 (AG.Mins)

Meet Our 

By A.G.Sharon

Avocado was there from the beginning to help me become a better
scholar, a better leader and overall a better person and I am eternally
grateful for this. Now it’s my turn to help and aid not only the guild but
my fellow scholars and leaders as well. I want to achieve our goals slowly
side by side together, assisting one another all the way.

Aikomato#0079 (AG .Aiko)

I have joined Avocado DAO for almost a year and it has been the most life-changing year
I have ever experienced. From once a Community Leader, to becoming a Community
Manager, and now as a full-time Avocadian Ace, I can definitely say that the guild has
helped me grow and believed in my potential. Like a small avocado seed planted in a
healthy community surrounded by talented and exceptional people, I was able to grow
strong and passionate. Being an AvoAce will be my stepping stone to further introduce
Avocado DAO to the world and show how amazing it is to be part of a community that
helps one another, provides endless opportunities, and onboards people to the
metaverse.

Mxmx#8823 (AG| CM |Maxinnamon)
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Avocadian Aces are our distinguished scholars who
have been bestowed the opportunity to participate
in Avocado DAO’s daily operations. They are now
hired full-time by the guild as we continue our
dedication to empowering our scholars with
boundless opportunities in the metaverse. It has
been a great privilege to see our leaders blossom as
we work together to forge the future leaders of this
remarkable Web3 space.



When I became an Avocadian Ace, I learned a lot. I aim to continue
learning and contributing to this beautiful family that I have in
Avocado DAO, and I hope to become a better version of myself.

Mmarifel#7333 (AG.LUNA)

I always love enjoying my time here helping around the guild or just
talking in the booths with my friends that I meet along the way. To me,
being able to help as much as I can for the guild is my way of showing
appreciation to them for helping a lot of people around the world
including me. The guild has changed my life in ways that I could never
imagine before, so from the bottom of my heart, I just want to say
thank you. ^^

Cello.#2098 (AG. Cello)

From the moment I set foot at Avocado, I knew I wanted to be a part of
the guild. Not only as a scholar but as something more. Transitioning
from a Community Leader to a Crypto Educator and now an Avocadian
Ace, I am humbled by the amazing leadership opportunities that the
guild has provided and I can’t wait to explore my full potential here in
the metaverse.

RenRenValdez#5957 (AG.Ren°2x)

Avocado was there from the beginning to help me become a better
scholar, a better leader, and overall a better person and I am eternally
grateful for this. Now it’s my turn to help and aid not only the guild but
my fellow scholars and leaders as well. I want to achieve our goals
slowly side by side together, assisting one another all the way.

MieGoreng267(Sophiasta)#4120 
 (AG.MieGoreng267(Sophiasta))

Being an Avocadian Ace is not just about having big responsibilities and
being a leader, it is about looking forward to all the new opportunities
and memories that we can build inside the community. Within almost a
year that I've been here in the guild, I learned a lot about crypto and the
Web3 space which was a previously unfamiliar milieu. I started to
understand how important the community is and the guild has molded
me to become a great person whom others can rely upon.

Larc#1532 (AG.Larc)
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Meet Our 



T H E  A V O C A D I A N June/2022

 For the past months in Avocado DAO, there were a lot of fun activities and exciting events. This has allowed the guild to see
the people who have stayed through the ups and downs and continue to show their genuine support.

To show our appreciation, we will be introducing the AvoArmy! Avocadians who have been:
 Active in our community (Discord and Telegram)
 Have joined our events, webinars, and AMA’s
 And are consistently supporting our social media platforms (Facebook, Twitter, and Medium)

These scholars will be given the Avocadian Army role and will get a chance to win some prizes. Starting from the 1st day to
the last day of each month, the team will be monitoring and assessing scholars who are deserving of the role. New additions
will be announced at the start of each month.

Avocado introduces the  AvoArmy! Our most active and supportive members  

This month's AvoArmy 

1 Wistern2#7553

2 pulokoy_31#2065

3 jude#4174

4 puppy_hi#3118

5 laaarpp#1699

6 A.G.JoelAcharon#1180

7 choi#6769

8 franco24#8540

9 Returnee#2888

10 AYINGJAMES#7197

1 RenRenValdez#5957

2 Joshua04#2902

3 Kyura#9787

4 Chubby#4876

5 Paynoy#3942

6 Sandwiccch#8727

7 chellevaldez#5353

8 Wili#4476

9 faith16#7979

10 BRTINKS#3631

M A Y  L E A D E R  B O A R D
by: AG.Sharon

Here is the leaderboard for the top-performing Avocadians for the month of May in
Axie Infinity, Karmaverse and the Blast Royale tournament. 

HADES#0440
Stoked#8968
Mikeeel#1746
Orio.WR#3183
ambroxah#7269
Jarpix#3802
fedeeMar#4125
Spiffy#9535
Railgun#8662
Ka2Rot#9572

vania sasikirana#9432
Luxeux#0327
Wistern2#7553
REJAN#4147   
JU DE000#3491
roriii#8963
Kimrain13#7907
leenz#9351
Mongrel07#2192
charliemac#2475

5fbb285c04d1cb0019-

dhonzkie16#6608
jem#4474
Jerome666#5313
Chay#8230
SKYLIGHTTT#5029
tobleRON#8385

da0f48#8007

M E E T  T H E  A V O A R M Y

1 Rednax#5831

2 Guilleok#9875

3 beddi#2952

4 Loyal#4760

5 Raptr#4138

6 Ian.Pinoy#0879

7 Jouzka#8924

8 RPD特⼯毒液⼀队 | Du | 

9 Mĕcz -#0100

10 Choco#8450

By AG.Mxmx



1 Rednax#5831

2 Guilleok#9875

3 beddi#2952

4 Loyal#4760

5 Raptr#4138

6 Ian.Pinoy#0879

7 Jouzka#8924

8 RPD特⼯毒液⼀队 | Du | RPD#0571

9 Mĕcz -#0100

10 Choco#8450
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C O M M U N I T Y  E V E N T S

This month, our community participated in some awesome tournaments. There were lots of
opportunities to win prizes with the Blast Royale Tournament, Mobile Legends, and Bomb Party game
nights. Everyone had great fun playing and competing.  We also had some educational events with the 
 Web3 webinar hosted by Avocado DAO's Crypto Educators and Avonauts. 

CONTESTS, TOURNAMENTS & WINNER ANNOUNCEMENTS
by: AG.AtomArc

June/2022

Avocado x Blast Royale Tournament
Exhilarating. Entertaining. Fun. Avocado DAO and Blast Royale hosted a two-day open tournament to play
their game "Blast Royale" on Avocado DAO's server.

Participants from 16 different countries competed for the top spot: Albania, Belarus, Belgium, Bulgaria,
Denmark, England UK, Greece, Nigeria, North America, Portugal, South Africa, United Arab Emirates, USA,
Vietnam, Philippines, and Indonesia.

The event was a success thanks to our Avonauts and AG.Sharon, who moderated the event, and a special
thanks to everyone who participated in the tournament and shared their gaming skills and wit, as well as the
bonds they formed with other players.

“T'was a fun and a great experience for me to play the Blast Royale Tournament, connecting with my fellow
Avocadians and other players,” said AG.Jouzka.

Avocado x Blast Royale Tournament Top 10



COMMUNITY EVENTS
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A webinar entitled "The Next Evolution of the World
Wide Web: WEB 3.0" took place on May 15th, and was
hosted by Avocado DAO's Crypto Educators and
Avonauts. 

AG. Milvuks, one of our Crypto Educators, talked to
everyone about the DAO and WEB 3.0 to educate
scholars and non-scholars about cryptocurrency,
especially about Avocado DAO. 

Aside from that, the hosts shared what they thought
about these topics, and at the end of the webinar, there
was a Q&A session where the participants could review
what had been talked about.

“It's a lot of fun to be a presenter for this webinar. It was
my first time presenting in English, and it was an
unforgettable experience,” said AG.Milvuks.

The Next Evolution of the Worldwide Web: Web3 Crypto Webinar 

Q&A Winners

Nick Jhigo Vergara
Allan Gonzales
Vania Sasikirana
Akun Tobarak
Redo Saputra



COMMUNITY EVENTS CONTINUED

GAME NIGHT
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Avocadians had a great time at yet another game
night at Avocado DAO, where they played "Bomb
Party," a very fun explosive word game hosted by
the Avonauts.

“I had a lot of fun playing and the game night was
lively as we chatted while throwing words around. I
also got to know some of my fellow Avocadians.
Overall, it was a night to remember," said
AG.Railgun.

Bang Bang - Mobile Legends Game Night
 

Avocado DAO hosted another MLBB game night. A 5v5 classic and
draft pick game for our treasured Avocadians, hosted and moderated
by our beloved Avonauts, who were full of enthusiasm as they
connected with their fellow scholars to play a game. 

Everyone there was a winner because they experienced joy and
happiness and showcased their skills playing MLBB during the game.
Some were fortunate enough to win up to $500 AVG.

 

AG.kiwkiw❤

AG.Damak1992

AG.Nicolasmcbryan

AG.Jouzka#8924

Raffle Winners

AG.notseyoung  

AG.NoNiCkSz

AG.RasiMo

AG.kayneleomord

AG.Zap#5302

AG.Jerome23
 

Bomb Party Game Night

Winners
 

AG.Skyy
AG.JIJI
AG.Andeng
AG.Tuka
AG.Mikeeel
AG.Kyura
AG.Railgun
AG.SKYLIGHTTT
AG.charliemac
AG.Aikomato

AG.5fbb285c04d1cb0
019da0f48
AG.Cello
AG.HADES
AG.RenRenValdez
AG.kiwkiw
AG.i86
AG.Mins
AG.Orio.WR
AG.Damak1992



A R T W O R K S
&  A R T I S T S

Curated by  AG.Mxmx

"Stay firmly 

in your path 

and dare...

Be wild 

two hours 

a day!"
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Artists of Avocado

     We love this month's selection of Avocadian
artwork. As always, we are blown away by the

talent within our community. We have a diverse
mix of artwork to showcase from some of our

super talented scholars.
 

This edition's unique pieces are by the talented
AG.Natsumo, AG.Yumm and AG.Ahyan. Thank

you for sharing your brilliant creativity.

- AG.Natsumo

June/2022

(cont'd on page 13)

- AG.Yumm

 Quote by
- Vincent van Gogh



- AG.Ahyan

30-Day 
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Through this game, players are invited to explore the
globe of the metaverse while surviving enemy attacks
and gaining the maximum amount of profit possible.

How to play and win rewards in Blast Royale?
To play and farm tokens in Blast Royale is incredibly
easy, not much different from other battle royale games
such as Thetan Arena. You need to survive enemy
attacks while collecting the maximum rewards possible.

In addition, players are given the chance to develop their
game skills by completing all daily quests and collecting
NFT assets. Players may exchange information about
NFT items that are valued for money in real-time.

Profits can also be obtained from trading NFT assets
within the marketplace. Interestingly, buyers and sellers
are given separate containers within the application to
interact with one another and make transactions.

W H A T ' S  N E W  I N  C R Y P T O

AVOCADO DAO UPDATES
by: AG.Natsu & AG.ROLF

Blast Royale: Survive and Win Crypto Rewards

In 2022, more and more non-fungible token (NFT) games
are appearing on the Polygon network. One such currently
popular game is Blast Royale.

 Quote by
- Paul Gauguin 

"If you hear a

voice within you

saying, "You are

not a painter,"

then by all means

paint… and that

voice will be

silenced."



                                                          Voxie Tactics: Collect! Battle! Win!
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To play Voxie Tactics, you need to have NFTs
called Voxies. There are only 10,000 unique
Voxies, each with their individual attributes,
race, class, and rarity, but you can still play
Voxie Tactics with the default characters
provided for free.

How does winning crypto rewards work
with Voxie Tactics?

The way winning crypto rewards works in Voxie
Tactics is not that different from other
blockchain games in general. First, by playing
and completing a mission, players will gain
crypto ($VOXEL) and NFT as a reward. The
second is by trading Voxie Tactics NFT assets
on secondary marketplaces, such as OpenSea.

Currently, Voxie Tactics is still in the Beta
stage, and can only be played on PC, but over
time there will be many interesting and fun
features to offer!

 TRIVIA - Hot or Cold Wallet?
2. Cold Wallet
The form of a cold wallet is hardware (Similar to a
flash drive). We can use this kind of wallet without
the internet (offline) and that's the reason that this
type of wallet is claimed to be very safe from hacking.
A cold wallet also needs to be purchased separately. 

Although cold wallets are the safest alternative at the
moment, the downside of cold wallets is that most
providers don't provide access to a wide variety of
coins, only the larger cryptocurrencies that are
widely known — for example, Bitcoin and Ethereum.

When money is saved, it's usually stored in a wallet. It's
the same in the digital asset world. The wallet itself is
divided into two:

1. Hot Wallet
Hot wallets are similar to m-banking accounts which are
commonly used daily. Hot wallets are used to make
transactions for cryptocurrencies and NFTs. However,
since they are online, hot wallets can be at risk of being
hacked and there is no guarantee that the provider will be
responsible if you lose assets that way. That's why many
people transfer their crypto assets to a cold wallet.

Voxie Tactics is a tactical role-playing game (RPG) built on blockchain technology with opportunities to win rewards,
it’s also free to play. Players can collect 3D pixel NFTs called Voxies, defeat enemies, collect pets and weapons, and
receive cryptocurrency as rewards!



Cryptogram of the Day

Word Puzzle The Maze

avocadoguild.medium.com

30-Day AvocadoVerse Quiz

Each letter in the phrase has been replaced with a corresponding number. Try to decode the message.

Help Avocadude through the maze and

lead him to his spaceship so that he can set

off into the Avocadoverse!

@avocadoguild

@avocadoguild

t.me/avocado_guild

discord.gg/avocadoguild

avocadodao.io

Avocado DAO is  a blockchain gaming gui ld that aims to unlock l i fe-changing opportunit ies
and rewarding experiences for  i ts  community members .

AVOCADO DAO 

June/2022

AVG

DAO

Token

GameFi

Find the words below in the word search.

Scholar

Avocadian

Blockchain

Avocadude


